Moving timber efficiently and responsibly with Erickson

The S-64 AIR CRANE® helicopter has been specially designed for repetitive, high cycle lifting operations, and is ideal for aerial timber transport. This reliability and the expertise of our crews enables the S-64 to achieve high productivity without the significant downtime often associated with other aerial transport.

Erickson helicopter timber harvesting provides the customer with productive solutions that are environmentally responsible and cost effective, particularly in sensitive drainages and riparian areas. Our extensive operational experience with aerial timber harvesting means that we can offer a variety of solutions that are tailored to the specific needs of each customer. Our methods maximize safety and efficiency for both helicopter and ground crews, and have minimal impact in sensitive environments.

- Leader in production helicopter logging
- Experienced in selection, transport and placement of large diameter soft woods
- Excellent safety and reliability records

CONTACT
timber@ericksoninc.com